We analyse equilibrium cluster distributions obtained numerically from a ferromagnetic king model (simple cubic lattice, 125000 sites and periodic boundary conditions) along the coexistence line and in the one-phase region below T,. We find evidences that the distribution of sizes and energies scales with temperature and external magnetic field giving Binder's droplet exponent y z 4/9. The mean number of incident (interior and exterior) bonds on a cluster of size I, s,, seems to behave as I" with x z S/IO when not far away from T,. We conclude that while the classical nucleation theory may provide an approximate description around 0.59T,, it has to be modified at higher (and lower) temperatures. The Fisher droplet model and the approach by Penrose et al. based on a renormalized fugacity are also discussed. We thus obtain simple semiphenomenological expressions for the cluster equilibrium distributions and partition functions.
Introduction
The concept of clusters (or droplets) is very useful in a large number of problems in spite of certain ambiguities when referred to realistic (e.g. continuous) systems'). In fact non-overlapping clusters can be precisely defined for lattice systems with given interactions between particles; if one then avoids the percolation region in the corresponding phase diagram, the concept of clusters has in principle a practical relevance in phenomena such as nucleation or phase separatibn2y3) given that it is then expected to be related to the grains observed by transmission electron microscopy. The situation, however, is not clear cut at present.
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss and try to clarify some ideas concerning the distribution of clusters at equilibrium, in particular the classical nucleation theory and Fisher droplet mode14), the hypothesis about scaling with temperature and magnetic field5,6) and other recent approaches by Penrose et a12v3). We thus find simple expressions for the partition functions and equilibrium distributions of clusters at the coexistence curve and in the one-phase region. This is performed here by comparing theory with data obtained during the computer simulation of the time evolution of a finite Ising model with Kawasaki dynamics whose details and other results have been described elsewhere').
The model used in the simulations consisted of a simple cubic lattice with periodic boundary conditions whose N( = 125000) sites are either occupied by a "spin up" or by a "spin down"; alternatively, these two possibilities (which are represented by occupation numbers at each site i, n, = f 1, respectively) can be interpreted as the site being a particle or an empty site. There is an Ising interaction between nearest-neighbor sites in a way which favors phase segregation, for instance into liquid and vapor phases (in the lattice-gas language). * Consequently, the configurational energy of the system is E= -Jxn,n,, J>O, (1.1)
where the sum goes over all nearest-neighbor pairs of sites.
The dynamics of the system is a Markov process whose basic step is to move one particle to a neighboring empty site with a probability chosen to satisfy detailed balancing, exp( -PAE)/[l + exp( -jAE>] , /I = l/kT, (1.2) where k is the Boltzmann constant and AE is the increase in energy which would cause the interchange. The number of times this process is attempted, divided by the total number of sites, is taken as the unit of time. This procedure assumes that the system will reach asymptotically a canonical equilibrium state; it also assures that the magnetization ti = N-' C, n, and the density p = (1 -n)/2, 0 < p < 1, -1 6 fi < + 1, will remain constant in time.
The initial state was chosen to be random, corresponding to an infinite temperature. Then the system was quenched to a point in the phase diagram at the temperature T appearing explicitly in the probability (1.2). The phase diagram of the corresponding infinite system is accurately known from series expansions*), e.g. the critical temperature T, is very close to 4.51J/K. We expect these macroscopic properties to hold approximately for the finite system with N = 125000, a hope which seems to be confirmed by a comparison of the computed equilibrium energy and magnetic susceptibility with the corresponding known quantities for the infinite Ising model'). The phase points studied in this paper are defined in table 1. P,, P, and P, are on the coexistence line at approximately the temperatures T z 0.6T,, 0.8T, and 0.9T,, respectively. P,(p = 0.10) and P&I = 0.05) are on the one-phase region at T z O.ST,. P,(p = 0.035) is in the one phase region at T e 0.8T,. The line for percolation threshold as a function of the temperature and the coexistence curve are known") to intersect at Tp z 0.96T, (which corresponds to p z 0.22); all the above points are thus outside the percolation region. In fact, "infinite" size clusters TABLE I Definition of the phase points considered in this paper. P,, Pz and P, are on the coexistence line at different temperatures. P., and P, are on the one-phase region at the same temperature as 5. Ps is on the one-phase region at the same temperature as Pz. T, p and n represent the temperature, density and magnetization, respectively. h is the reduced external magnetic field. At_ represents the equilibrium time interval during which m different non-correlated measurements were made. were never observed during the simulations at P,-P6. The system reached equilibrium at those points in a relatively short time (as compared with quenches into the two-phase region or much closer to T,').
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As we are only interested in the equilibrium cluster distribution, we first checked that the system had reached the expected equilibrium state by computing specific heats and magnetic susceptibilities9). We then let the system to evolve in equilibrium for some time interval At, which is indicated in table I. During this time interval the properties of interest were computed from time to time and then averaged in time. The number of different measurements which were averaged, m, is also shown in table I. Typically we let the system to undergo 150000 exchanges between two successive measurements to avoid correlations (this was in fact checked when computing specific heats).
Clusters can be defined unambiguously in our system as the maximal connected set of occupied sites; that is, a cluster is here a set of occupied sites (or "down spins") in the lattice which are mutually connected by at least one nearestneighbor bond. We then investigate the probability c(l, S) that a cluster of "size" 1 and "energy" s occurs in a unit volume. The size 1 of a given cluster is defined as the number of particles which belong to it; its energy s is the number of (particle-empty site) bonds (including both, surface and interior bonds) incident on the cluster.
The computer simulations') provided data about the cluster size distribution as given by c/ = c CK 8) > that is, the mean "energy" corresponding to l-size clusters.
Droplet model
The Fisher droplet mode14) predicts equilibrium clusters at "low" temperature, when they are expected to be compact and independent, distributed in size One may then be tempted to drop the term I' in eq. (2.3); this (or some other non-dominant I-correction) seems, however, important for the range of temperatures and l-values considered here. In fact, putting r = 0 in eq. (2.3) makes a(T) to change monotonicaly from 2.7 (when one fits 2 <I < 10) to 2.5 (7 < I 6 10) at 0.59T,, from 0.88 ( Allowing for a T-dependence on r in eq. (2.3) leads to a much better description of the data than any of the two previous choices. A least-squares fit and the use of the sum rule (1.4) for the points at the coexistence curve gives the parameters in table II. The overall differences between the formula and the data are smaller than 1.5% so that the description is indeed very satisfactory. A closer look, however, shows that the formula systematically tends to underestimate the probability of a monomer (1 = 1) (up to 14% at 0.89T,) while it overestimates that of clusters with small I > 1. Thus we have also tried to exclude large clusters from the fit with the result of an increase of the overall differences to 4% because the formula then cannot extrapolate so well to large I values. While those are probably acceptable discrepancies, one may find some good reasons to look for a different approach. Namely that eq. (2.3) contains as much as three temperature-dependent parameters (where r should perhaps represent only a geometrical effect, independent of T) and that it cannot be extrapolated near T, because it then violates scaling relations such as (2.2).
As an alternative to other proposals13) designed for specific p~rposes~~), we find some evidence that a formula such as
where a = a(T) while r and CL are independent of temperature, may be a good representation of independent clusters along the coexistence curve (h = 0) up to T,. Note, however, that our definition of clusters in section 1 would not be appropriate to check the validity of eq. The Fisher's factor in eq. (2.4) states the probability of a cluster while the term in square brackets would then represent an approximation to the probability of empty sites surrounding that cluster. We have assumed here t = 2.2 (see, however, section 6). Requiring a common value for c(, the best fit to the data is given at different temperatures by the values of a(T) in table II where c,, follows from the use of the sum rule (1.4); the overall differences between theory and experiment are then 1.8, 3, 5%, respectively, at TIT, = 0.89, 0.78 and 0.59, i.e. they decrease with increasing temperature. These differences can be reduced by a factor of l/2 by excluding large I values (where the data statistics is worse) from the leastsquares fit. Thus, eq. (2.4) with r and c( independent of T seems preferable, even numerically, to eq. (2.3) with a T-dependent exponent z; this fact is particularly clear at T 2 0.78T, (see also section 3). We have combined in fig. 1 the data at the three phase points for table II.
3. Very low temperatures h = 0 by using in eq. (2.4), r = 2.2, the parameters in Lebowitz and Penrose") have shown that one can state bounds for c,,
where b(I) is the minimum perimeter for f-particle clusters, 2 + 51 = 1 + maximum perimeter for an I-cluster, z = exp( -12J/kT) is the system fugacity along the coexistence line, and Q, is the "cluster partition function". The latter is defined as
k where E(K) = -4Jn(K) is the (negative) energy of the cluster K, with n(K) the number of adjacent pairs of occupied sites on that cluster, and the sum includes one member from each set of translationally non-equivalent I-clusters. Thus Q, are polynomials in exp(4J/kT); Qi E 1. The coefficients for these polynomials were computed exactly by SykeP) from I = 1 to I= 10 for the simple cubic lattice (4JlkT z 0.88669T,/T). The bounds (3.1) at a given temperature become indistinguishable when T 6 0.5T,; they can then be used to check the alternatives described in section 2.
A fit of the bounds (3.1) to eq. (2.3) when one allows a T-dependence on 7 or uses 7 = 0 gives the values quoted in table III. This clearly shows that the description provided by the classical nucleation theory does not become better with decreasing temperature. When fitting 1 < I < 6 (c, is negligible for I > 6) we find that the numerical bounds (3.1) imply a clear curvature on a In c, versus 12/3 plot, the curvature showing a change of sign (i.e., 7 = 0) when T x 0.39T,. The overall differences between the theory and the data systematically increase with decreasing temperature. Our modification (2.4) does not make a better job at such low temperatures (where it is not intended to work).
Small clusters
Let us refer now to a different approach*) to the equilibrium cluster distribution which was shown to be useful when analysing kinetic phenomena*').
The bounds (3.1) are not close enough to give accurate information at p > 0.02, namely for T 3 0.6T, along the coexistence curve. They, however, suggest to look for expressions c, Z Q,w'( I -p)k' ) (4.1)
where MI = w(T, p) is a renormalized "fugacity". In order to check the validity of eq. (4.1) we have computed the ratios c,+ ,Q,/c,Q,+ , taking our data at points PI-P6 for cI and Sykes' exact results'h) for Q,. These ratios become constant for 1 2 3 implying that k, in eq. Here we know the exact values for Q, and we found independently that s, = c (61 -2n)QXn) e4J"ikT c Q,(n) e4"'lkT,
where the sums go only over the n-values appearing as exponents at each polynomial Q, (see section 3) and (61-2n) is the number of bonds within a cluster. Using Newton's method we obtain, for given T and h, the same value for w (to a very good approximation) from any of the two eqs. (4.7) with exponents (4.3). The resulting w = w(T, h), together with our experimental values for p,,, and c,~, are given in table IV. The predictions of eq. (4.1) for 1 < 10 are then compared in tables V-X with the computer data; the agreement is very good. The values (4.3) differ from those in ref.
2 (k, = 3, k, = 4,l 2 2) where the analysis was namely focused on T = 0.59T, and based on much more limited data.
These values for k, produce overall differences between experimental and theoretical q's larger than 1.5% while in the case of (4.3) these are smaller than 0.7%. This preference of the data for (4.3) becomes much more evident for I > 10, specially at high temperatures, say T = 0.89T,. 
Partition functions for large clusters
We now extrapolate the Q, partition functions, which are only known exactly up to 1= 10, to larger sizes, I > 10. Let w, = QJQ,+ 1; it then follows from eq. This allows to compute c, from a given cl0 at any temperature and magnetic field when one uses here the corresponding value for w (as given in table IV) and the expression (5.2) with the appropriate values for the parameters r and a. Using T = 2.2 and a(T) as given in table II we find a very good agreement with the computer data at points P,-P6 (see section 6). with the computer data at points P,-P6 is then reasonably good but the overall differences are twice the ones when using eq. (5.2) which only contains a temperature dependent parameter, a(r) (see following section for numerical and graphical evidences).
Scaling behavior
The relevance of the modified droplet formula (2.4) which allows to keep the exponent r independent of temperature (unlike the situation when one considers eq. (2.3)) thus decreasing the number of free parameters, shows up again when considering scaling ideas.
The homogeneity of the magnetization implies, given the sum rule (1.4) a similar property for c,. Moreover, one expects that both the energy s and the size I will be needed to describe the loose clusters occurring near (and not so near) T,.
Thus, homogeneity and the need for a new exponent related to s lead Binder to assume5.6) that near T, and for small magnetic fields"), one has C(,, s) = I-'$(&-, hl", S/P') , (6.1) where the exponents rO, X, 4' and z are to be determined. This can be accomplished in part by combining eqs. Even the data at P, lies close to the other. The evidence for (6.4) and (6.5) is given in fig. 2 where we included a polynomic fit to the data. The result (6.5) is to be compared with the value y = 1 implied by the Fisher droplet model (section 2) and with the value y = 0.5 guessed by Miiller-Krumbhaar and StoP). In order to check the scaling of our data with an external magnetic field (and get a stringent test of eqs. (6.4) and (6.5)) we have to assume factorization of the function f2 in eq. (6.4), c,P +J@ =~(&Q~(W) ) (6.6) a fact which is included in most approaches. Thus we expect, writing c; = c/(/t = 0) ) q/c; =f,W) 9
where fs(m) =f4(m)/f4(0), which is confirmed very well in fig. 3 by our data at points P4, Ps and P6 when y = 0.45 and h,(P,) = 1, h,(P,) = 2.41 and h,(P,) = 2.56. These relative values for the field were obtained approximately assuming at point P4 that SH z 2pN6p/xr, where xT is the magnetic susceptibility, using at P, the known relations'*) between the asymptotic equations of state for the SC and bee Ising model, and using mean field relations to compare P, with P4 and Ps. In any case the uncertainty in our values for h(T, p) does not seem to affect dramatically the above results. Of course, 0.59T, is far away from T, to be considered when checking scaling ideas so that one should not overestimate the fact that P, has a qualitative AND R. TORAL hl ' behavior close to the one at P3. Equations such as (6.1), (6.4) (6.6) or (6.7) are only valid asymptotically, when T-T,, and we observe systematic (although small) deviations of the data at point P, from scaling (see, for instance, fig. 2 ). Further evidences about scaling can be found in ref. 23 .
Interesting enough, the modification (2.4) of the classical droplet model is consistent with the above scaling hypothesis. If scaling is granted and one writes consequently a =a&, (6.8) the validity of eq. (2.4) near T, implies (note that we are assuming cr = 2/3 from the beginning) r =2+y/6 =2.09&0.01, (6.9) t = @o/y = 2.31 f 0.10, after using (6.5).
The sum-rule (1.4) can thus be used to determine the parameter c,, and we are only left with the constants a, in eq. (6.8) and c( in eq. (2.4) both independent of temperature, to adjust the data, In practice we have adjusted eq. (2.4) to our data to obtain a(T) (instead of a,,) and c( (independent of T); c0 follows then from eq. Fig. 4 evidences that the values a(T) obtained from this fit are fully consistent with the behavior (6.8) with t = 2.31, while the values for a(T) in table II when z = 2.2 are not consistent with the value t = 1.042 following from eq. (6.9) in the "classical" case y = 1, The evidence that eq. (2.4) with z = 2.09 is a very good description of the data over the range 0.6 < T/T, < 0.9 (one perhaps observes systematic discrepancies at 0.59TJ is given in fig. 5 where we present a plot In c, versus /'I3 of the data at points P,-P, together with the corresponding theoretical lines. should give the same function as In c;; the evidence for this fact is given in fig. 6 . The relation (6. lo), valid for any value of the field h, should be consistent with the scaling relation (6.7) when h is small enough. Assumingf,(S) = exp(const. which relates fugacities and magnetic fields at two different temperatures when h is small enough. As a further test of scaling behavior we find that eq. (6.12) holds indeed with y x 0.45 in the case of our data at points P4, P, and P6 where h < 0.1. This fact was made evident in fig. 3 where, together with the data and a polynomic fit to it, we included the behavior e-*' which is implied by the classical theory (see eq. (8.2)). One should be warned, however, that the data analysed in ref. 20 (which was kindly provided to us by D. Stauffer) corresponding to 0.2 < Ih 1-c 0.6 implies y close to 1 in eq. (6.12), a fact which should be expected in the case of "strong" magnetic fields according to a theorem by Souillard and Imbrie17), see ref. 23.
Clusters energy
Eq. (1.5) defines the cluster "energy" s,, i.e. the mean number of surface and interior bonds incident on a cluster of size 1. The scaling assumption (6.1) also leads to some definite predictions about the behavior of s, with I which can be checked against computer simulation data and exact results. In particular, using where the value for x follows from (6.3) and (6.5). We find that our data at any temperature and external magnetic field (P,-P,) can be represented quite well by s, N 10.86 f 0.03 (7.3) as shown by fig. 7 in accordance with (7.2) . This is also consistent with the familiar assumption that s, -I", 2/3 < x < 1. On the other hand, the consideration of density differences between the cluster and its surrounding medium leads to the prediction") that the surface energy should be proportional to P/J@+ iI6 = 1°.84, in fair accordance with (7.2) and (7.3); in fact comparing this prediction with (6.3) one obtains y x 4/9, consistent with (6.5).
We also mention that avoiding the factorization offi one is led to s, = I"f(&), a formula which Binder tried to verify'), while our data seem to imply a constant functionf, as in eq. (7.2) . This, however, might perhaps not hold any more for sizes, magnetic fields or temperatures outside the ranges discussed here. In fact one may detect some temperature dependence far from T, in the exponent x when assuming s, -I" (see also the end of section 6). In order to show up this fact we have fitted the exact result (4.8) for 3 d 1 < 10 (note that S, = 6, s2 = 10, s3 = 14, independent of temperature) to the eq. and co, respectively, in the assumption (7.2). The latter value for x suggests to look also for a linear behavior at infinite temperature. We thus find that the exact values (4.8) at T = co can also be fitted by S, = 2.42 + 3.881, 1 < I 6 10 (with a correlation coefficient equal to 0.99996). This linear behavior, which was already reported in ref. 21 as a consequence of computer data at infinite temperature (outside the percolation region, p < 0.3 1) for larger values of I, is seen to be clearly inadequate to describe the exact values (4.8) at, say T = 0 K.
We have also tried to fit the data to a behavior s, = cr,l + cr,P as suggested from the previous result and the work in ref. 22 ; it then follows s,ZPzi3 = 2.73 + 2.69f'j3 from our combined data at 0.6 < T/T, < 0.9. This is a fit slightly worse than (7. 3) and clearly inadequate to describe the exact results (4.8) at T = co, but it seems definitely consistent with our data at finite temperature. Note that a behavior s, -1 + cd213 follows from eq. (7.1) when the function f; does not factorize.
Conclusions
A three-dimensional Ising model on a simple cubic lattice with 125000 sites, periodic boundary conditions and a nearest-neighbor interaction favoring phase segregation was left to evolve towards equilibrium at low, constant densities (Kawasaki dynamics)'). We have analysed the equilibrium cluster distribution at different (small) external magnetic fields and different temperatures, 0.6 < T/T, < 0.9, along the coexistence line and in the one-phase region, far from the percolative phase transition.
Scaling
The data suggest (figs. 2-7 and tables V-X) that the equilibrium distribution of sizes 1 and energies s, c(l, s), scales with temperature and external magnetic field'), as in eqs. (6.1) and (6.3), with y = 0.45 $ 0.02. Assuming the validity of the Fisher droplet modeP) near T, one is lead to y = 1; an analysis by MiillerKrumbhaar and StolP), based on much more limited data (near T,), gave y x 0.5. The data we used are also limited and not close enough to T, so that more experiments and theory would be needed in order to precise the above result. It seems, however, from the analysis in this paper that the real equilibrium cluster distributions have a change with temperature such that even temperatures far from T, (e.g. T = 0.8T,) can be used for the moment with some confidence to compute the exponent y. In any case our data seem clearly "prefer" Binder's droplet idea$), with a cluster effective size P, to the classical nucleation theory (even at temperatures as low as T = OS9T,): every conclusion in this paper supports consistently the presence of scaling for T/T, 3 0.8 and h < 0.1.
Clusters energy
The above scaling implies that the mean number of incident (interior and exterior) bonds on a cluster of size 1 behaves as s, N I" with x z 0.84 which is also consistent with our data for 3,. In fact we find ( fig. 7 ) x = 0.86 & 0.03 roughly independent of temperature (and small magnetic field) for 0.6 < T/T, < 0.9 and the size range 1 < I < 300.
We have also computed the exact values s, for 1 < I < 10. These are in agreement with the above result but they also show that there is a crossover (for I< 10) from x x 0.6 at T = 0 K to s, N a + I, a = constant, at T = co; the latter linear behavior was also reported in the analysis of some computer data at infinite temperature outside the percolation region'). Our data, on the other hand, show no indication of a behavior IZ13'for "large" clusters at finite temperature**). The data, however, are also consistent with the behavior s, = a,/ + a,P3 except in the case of the exact results, I < 10, at T = a~*~).
Classical nucleation theory
The Fisher droplet model (2.1) with conventional parameterP) cannot fit the data. Instead eq. (2.3) with a temperature-dependent exponent t gives a reasonable fit to the data. This fit, which is good enough at T = 0.59T,, becomes worse with increasing temperature. When comparing that equation with the exact values for c, we find that the fit also becomes worse with descreasing temperatures, and that z(T) decreases with temperature changing to negative values at T & 0.4T, (see table III ). This temperature-dependence on t is inconsistent with the main assumptions leading to the simple droplet mode14) and with the extrapolation of this model to the neighborhood of T,. Moreover the resulting equation contains then too many parameters so that we find surprisingly that it cannot provide a better fit to the data.
It seems to us that the approximate validity of the classical theory around T z 0.6T, (h = 0) is rather an accident. As a matter of fact the results of a series of Monte Carlo experiments at T = 0.59T, 20, 23) show also (slight) deviations from classical theory. Of course, our description (2.4) recovers the classical results when I-co, in accordance with recent approaches24).
Concerning the dependence on the field, the classical nucleation theory predicts that for "large" clusters and "low" temperatures. Here a = a(T) = 4nR2y/kT12i3, where y is the bulk surface tension (domain wall energy) and R is the cluster radius; assuming 4rrR3/3 = I one has u(T) = (36n)'13y/kT. Thus, the prediction is that a plot In c, versus 1':' should give straight lines (at large I) with a slope independent of the field h at a given temperature. This is in general not supported by our data. In fact eq. Instead ( fig. 3) we have eq. (6.7) in the case of small magnetic fields (h < 0.1) or eq. (6.10) which is valid for any value of the field. The relation between eqs. (6.7) and (6.10) is given by eq. (6.12) which implies y z 0.45 in the case of the data analysed in this paper while it seems to give y z 1 when the magnetic field is stronger20.23).
Modljied droplet model
The above facts justify to look for a more general description of the equilibrium cluster distribution. We have thus introduced eq. (2.4) as a semiphenomenological modification of classical nucleation theory. Requiring r = 2.2 in eq. (2.4), as in the Fisher droplet mode14), one obtains a very good description of the data ( fig.  1) . Some results of the present analysis (fib. 224 and 7), however, imply the use of z = 2.09 which does not introduce important numerical differences. The agreement between the data and eq. (2.4) with r = 2.09 is very good for any value of 1 in the range of temperatures considered here (figs 5 and 6). The proposed description has the advantage over the previous ones that it produces a better fit with less adjustable parameters, that it can be extrapolated (see fig. 4 and eqs. (6.9)) to T, (where, however, its validity may not be checked, due to percolation effects, if one maintains our definition of clusters in section 1) and that it incorporates the above facts about scaling. In fact we observe that the description eq. (2.4) becomes better when increasing the temperature from T = 0.59T, onwards.
Renormalized fugacity and partition functions
The data can also be described in terms of a cluster partition function, Q,, and a system renormalized fugacity, w = w(T, p), without any restriction on the values of the temperature or magnetic field. We find eqs. 3) ). The agreement between this alternative approach and the computer data analysed in this paper turns out to be also excellent (tables V-X) this fact stresses the utility and validity of the description based on eq. (2.4).
